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Abstract We carry out a systematic study of the different contributions to the deviations of the elliptic flows

from the quark number scaling in high energy heavy ion collision in a quark combination model. The effects that

we considered are: the resonance decay, the flavor dependence of the quark elliptic flow and the combination of

quarks/antiquarks with slightly different transverse momenta. Our results show that the deviations observed

in experiments can be well reproduced within the combination framework if all the three effects are considered.

We make a detailed analysis of the different contributions using a Monte-Carlo program and suggest measuring

the quark number scaling in intermediate p
T

range more precisely.
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1 Introduction

The elliptic flow is one of the most important ob-

servables in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. It

carries a great deal of information not only about

the initial state of the dense matter but also on the

hadronization process[1—4]. The elliptic flow v2 for

a particle is defined as the coefficient of the cos2φ-

term in the Fourier expansion of the invariant dif-

ferential cross section Ed3σ/d3p, where φ is the az-

imuthal angle of the hadron momentum in the trans-

verse plane[5, 6]. One of the highlights in the first

few years’ run of RHIC, the relativistic heavy ion col-

lider at BNL, is the discovery of quark number scal-

ing (QNS) of v2 for different hadrons produced in the

collisions. The discovery was one of the main reasons

which led people to propose that quark combination is

the dominant mechanism for hadronization of quarks

and antiquarks in a dense quark matter such as a

quark-gluon plasma (QGP).

The quark number scaling (QNS) observed at in-

termediate transverse momenta p
T

at RHIC shows

that, when both v2 and p
T

rescaled by the constituent

quark number of the hadron, the elliptic flow is an

universal function of p
T

for all hadrons, which is just

the corresponding elliptic flow of the quark or anti-

quark before hadronization. However, the recent high

accuracy measurements and more abundant data at

low p
T

show that QNS seems not to be valid in this

p
T

region. Instead, there is an obviously different

structure in the data, referred as the mass hierarchy[7]

or fine structure of elliptic flows. This has attracted

much attention[8—12] and seems to support in partic-

ular the hydrodynamic models where the mass hi-

erarchy arises naturally from radial flows which are

hadron mass dependent[8, 9].

On the other hand, it is well-known that in the

coalescence/recombination models, there are a num-

ber of effects that can influence the hadron ellip-

tic flows and lead to the deviation from QNS. The

most well-known are: the resonance decay[13—15],

the flavor dependence of the elliptic flow for quarks

before hadronization[16—21] and the combination of

quarks/antiquarks with slightly different transverse

momenta[13, 19—21]. Qualitative discussions and some

quantitative estimations have been given. The re-

sults seem to suggest that they can indeed account

for at least partly the violation of QNS. However,

the influences of these effects on the fine structure

of elliptic flows have not been studied systematically

in the combination-like models. It is thus unclear

whether the fine structure can be explained quanti-
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tatively within the combination framework by taking

these effects into account. It is also unclear which

effect is more responsible for the deviations in which

region, for which hadrons and in which directions.

In this paper, we make such a detailed study by

taking all the three effects into account in a system-

atic way. We will carry out the study by using a

Monte-Carlo program which is convenient in particu-

lar to investigate the decay effect systematically. The

Monte-Carlo program is designed purposely for quark

combination models where the initial state properties

are simply taken as inputs extracted empirically from

the data. We organize the study in three steps, which

we will denote as three quark combination schemes in

the following of this paper. In the first step, we con-

sider only the combination of quarks/antiquarks with

equal p
T

but taking the production and decay of the

resonances into account. This step is aimed at a de-

tailed study of the influence from resonance decay.

In the second step, we still consider only the combi-

nation with equal p
T

but take the resonance decay

as well as a flavor dependence of the elliptic flow of

the quarks v2,q (p
T
) into account. In this step, we

will see that how the flavor dependence of v2,q (p
T
)

manifests itself in v2 (p
T
) of the final hadrons. Fi-

nally, in the third step, we take the combination of

the quarks/antiquarks with unequal p
T

into account

to see whether we can reproduce the mass hierarchy

of elliptic flows in a quark combination model by con-

sidering all these three effects together.

The content of the paper is organized as follows.

In Sec. 2, we will briefly describe the quark combina-

tion model that we use for this study. In Sec. 3, we

present the results for the studies in the three steps

mentioned above and make discussions. Finally, a

short summary is given in Sec. 4.

2 Quark combination model

In all kinds of coalescence/recombination/com-

bination models, a quark combination rule is needed

to determine which quark(s) and/or antiquark(s) to

combine into a hadron. In the quark combination

model (QCM) proposed some time ago[22—33], this

combination rule is given by the “near correlation in

rapidity” which demands that quark(s) and/or an-

tiquark(s) that are the nearest neighbors in rapid-

ity axis combine into a hadron. It has been shown

that[23, 24] such a demand is in agreement with the

fundamental requirement of QCD and uniquely deter-

mines the quark combination rule in the hadroniza-

tion process. The QCM has been successfully ap-

plied to electron-positron annihilation and proton-

proton/antiproton collisions[23—29]. Recently, it has

also been extended to the haronization of the quark

and antiquark system produced in high energy heavy

ion collisions[34—36]. A Monte-Carlo program has

been constructed to calculate the properties of the

hadrons produced in the hadronization process while

the properties of the quarks and antiquarks before

hadronization are taken as inputs. This model has

successfully described the global properties of the

hadrons such as hadron multiplicities, p
T

spectra and

rapidity distribution[34—36].

Since the model is particularly designed for de-

scribing the hadronization in the quark combination

scheme, it is suitable and convenient for us to use it to

study the influences of the effects mentioned in last

section on the elliptic flows of the hadrons. Hence

we just choose to use this Mente-Carlo model for the

proposed study on the fine structure of the elliptic

flows of the final hadrons. We note in particular that

a good agreement has been obtained between the cal-

culations in the model and the data for multiplicities,

p
T

spectra and rapidity distribution by adjusting the

necessary parameters. This is also important for mak-

ing a realistic study of the above-mentioned effects

on elliptic flows of the hadrons. In this QCM, the

production of the resonances is considered system-

atically. The initially produced hadrons include all

the hadrons with orbital angular momentum L = 0

hadrons, i.e. 56-plet baryons and 36-plet mesons.

The resonance decay is treated by using the decay

subroutine in the event generator PYTHIA[37]. All

the decay channels are considered where the branch

ratios are taken from the Review of particle proper-

ties.

3 The fine structure of v2(pT
) in QCM

In this section, we pay special attention to the

low p
T

region where the elliptic flow data for various

hadrons show non-trivial fine structure. The elliptic

flows as inputs for antiquarks are taken as the same

as those for quarks with the same flavor. We also ne-

glect the influence of hadron re-scattering on v2(pT
)

in our study. We now present the results and con-

clusions obtained in the three steps (schemes) in the

following.

3.1 Naive combination scheme

This is the simplest combination scheme. Here,

only the quarks and/or antiquarks with equal p
T

are

considered to combine into a hadron and all u, d and s

quarks have the same elliptic flow. With this scheme,

we can study the decay effect on elliptic flows explic-

itly. We would not like to study the different con-

tributions to elliptic flows from different resonances,

which has been discussed in Refs. [13, 14] by con-

sidering some dominant decay channels. Here we fo-
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cus on the global contributions to the fine structure

from all resonances of 56-plets baryons and 36-plets

mesons covering all available decay channels. To de-

scribe v2(pT
) for hadrons, we need an input of the

elliptic flow for quarks v2,q(pT
). A parametrization of

v2,q(pT
) is given in Ref. [13] as

v(0)
2,q(pT

) = 0.078tanh(1.59p
T
−0.27) (1)

by fitting the data available at that time for stable

hadrons other than pions. Hereafter p
T

is taken in

unit of GeV. We find out that, to fit the more pre-

cise data now available by taking the resonance de-

cay into account particularly in the low p
T

range, this

parametrization has to be modified. We take it as the

following,

v2,q(pT
) =

{

0.256p3
T, 0 6 p

T
6 0.365,

0.078tanh[1.45(p
T
−0.25)], p

T
> 0.365 .

(2)

We fix the parameters by fitting the v2(pT
) data[7] for

antiproton where the decay contributions are taken

into account. We adopt the power function at low

p
T

which is consistent to data and the expected

quadratic behavior[11, 38]. Note that considering the

continuity of the Eq. (2), we use the p3
T

instead of

the p2
T

form. The difference resulting from the two

function forms at small p
T

can be neglected for the

coefficient of p3
T

or p2
T

is adjustable. Fig. 1 shows

the different elliptic flows as a function of p
T

for final

state antiproton from different parametrization forms

of Eqs. (1) and (2). We see that the data for antipro-

ton are well reproduced at small p
T

with the input

of Eq. (2) but the difference between the v2(pT
) ob-

tained with the input of Eq. (1) and the data is large

in this p
T

region.

Fig. 1. v2 vs. p
T

for final state antiproton ob-
tained in the naive combination scheme using
v2,q(pT

) given by Eq. (1) (dashed line) and (2)
(solid line). The sub-diagram shows curves of
Eq. (1) (dashed line) and (2) (solid line). The
data are taken from Refs. [7, 39].

We calculate the elliptic flows for directly pro-

duced and final state hadrons using v2,q(pT
) given

by Eq. (2). The results are shown in Fig. 2. Here

and in the following calculations, we choose the ra-

pidity range y ∈ [−0.5,0.5] for hadrons to be consis-

tent with the data. In the naive combination scheme

that we are considering, the directly produced mesons

have the same elliptic flows v2,M(p
T
) = 2v2,q(pT

/2)

and the primary baryons have the same elliptic flows

v2,B(p
T
) = 3v2,q(pT

/3), regardless of their masses and

species. Comparing the upper with lower panels of

Fig. 2, one observes that the decay effect obviously

manifests itself at low p
T
. The v2(pT

) curve for the

hadron i shifts to the left when the resonance decay

is taken into account and the displacement depends

on how much the decay contributes to the hadron i.

This means that, the decay effect makes the elliptic

flows of all hadrons become larger, but the enlarge-

ments are different for different hadrons. This leads

to an obvious structure of v2(pT
) for hadrons in the

low p
T

range. We see in particular that the order of

the curves for v2(pT
) of different hadrons in Fig. 2

is exactly the same as that of the data points. This

shows that the decay contributions to the fine struc-

ture of elliptic flows are indeed in the right direction

as observed in experiments. However, they are not

enough to account for the data for all hadrons.

Fig. 2. v2 vs. p
T

for directly produced (upper
panel) and final state (lower panel) hadrons
obtained in the naive combination scheme us-
ing v2,q(pT

) given by Eq. (2). The left and
right curves are for the primary mesons and
baryons respectively in the upper panel. The
differences of v2(pT

) between upper and lower
panel for various hadrons are given in the in-
set. The data are taken from Refs. [7, 39—
41]. Note that the order of curves in the lower
panel for different hadrons and those in Figs. 3
and 5 are the same as that of the data.

To see the decay contributions to v2(pT
) for dif-

ferent hadrons more clearly, we plot the differences
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of v2(pT
) between primary and final hadrons in the

inset of Fig. 2. We see that the differences are small

for very small or large p
T
, because elliptic flows for

hadrons approach zero as p
T

decreases to zero or be-

come saturated in intermediate p
T

range. But they

are quite significant in the p
T

range where the fine

structure of v2(pT
) is observed. We also see that not

only the decay contributions to pions, but also these

to K+ +K−, p+p and Λ+Λ are all quite significant

in the p
T

region around 1 GeV.

In this step, we see that the decay effects on the

mass hierarchy are important but they are not enough

to reproduce the data for all hadrons. one has to take

other effects into account.

3.2 Modified naive combination scheme

Because the mass of strange quarks is different

from that of u, d quarks, the p
T

distribution and

v2,q(pT
) can also be different[18, 19, 36]. This differ-

ence can further influence the fine structure of v2(pT
)

for hadrons. To study this effect, we use a “modi-

fied naive combination scheme”. Here, we still only

consider the combination of quarks/antiquarks with

equal p
T
, but take into account the mass effect of

constituent quarks on the elliptic flows. The mass

or flavor dependence of v2,q(pT
) is a priori unknown

and can not be derived from the first principle. On

the other hand, we should not take it arbitrarily be-

cause it has to be constrained by the known empirical

facts. Since this dependence comes from the differ-

ence of the quark mass of different flavor, we choose

to use the following form determined by the heuristic

arguments given below.

The modified v2,q(pT
) for quarks is taken as

v2,i(pT
) =















0.256(p
T
/αi)

3, 0 6 p
T
/αi 6 0.365,

0.078tanh[1.45(p
T
/αi−0.25)],

p
T
/αi > 0.365,

(3)

where i=u, d or s. We let the parameter αi satisfy αu :

αd : αs = 〈E〉
u
: 〈E〉

d
: 〈E〉

s
at RHIC energies, and fur-

ther normalize 〈E〉
i
by 〈E〉

q
= (〈E〉

u
+〈E〉

d
+〈E〉

s
)/3.

Then the relative weight αi = 〈E〉
i
/〈E〉

q
obeys the

normalized condition αu +αd +αs = 3. We calculate

the average value of quark energies by

〈E〉
i
=

∫
∞

0

Eig(p)d3p
/

∫
∞

0

g(p)d3p . (4)

If the momentum distribution is taken as a factor-

ized form g(p) ∼ f(p
T
)fy(y) and the distribution of

rapidity y is independent of quark flavors, then

〈E〉
i
= A

∫
∞

0

√

m2
i +p2

T
f(p

T
)dp

T∫
∞

0

f(p
T
)dp

T

(5)

with constituent quark mass mu,d=0.34 GeV and

ms=0.5 GeV. Where the p
T

distribution f(p
T
) =

(p2.3
T

+p0.2
T

+1)−3.0 is from Ref. [34], constant

A =

∫ y0

−y0

cosh(y)fy(y)dy

∫y0

−y0

fy(y)dy

(6)

and parameter y0 is the boundary of rapidity for

quarks. Then the normalized relative weight αu,d ≈

0.94 and αs ≈ 1.12 are obtained.

Fig. 3. v2 vs. p
T

for directly produced (upper
panel) and final state (lower panel) hadrons
obtained in the modified naive combination
scheme using v2,q(pT

) given by Eq. (3). The
sub-diagram in the upper panel shows curves
of Eq. (2) (dotted line) and Eq. (3) for u, d
quarks (solid line) and for s quarks (dashed
line). The data are taken from the same re-
ferences as Fig. 2.

One sees that in the sub-diagram of Fig. 3, the

mass effect makes v2,q(pT
) bigger for u, d quarks and

smaller for s quarks in low p
T

range, but little change

of v2,q(pT
) for quarks in intermediate p

T
region due to

the elliptic flow saturation from the form of Eq. (2).

The effect will further be transferred into hadrons

formed and result in the dispersion of the v2(pT
) for

primary hadrons. Based on the input for quark el-

liptic flows in Eq. (3), v2(pT
) for directly produced

meson and baryon are given by

v2,M(p
T
) ≈ v2,i(pT

/2)+v2,j(pT
/2), (7)

v2,B(p
T
) ≈ v2,i(pT

/3)+v2,j(pT
/3)+v2,k(pT

/3), (8)

where i, j denote the constituent quarks in the meson

M and i, j, k denote those in the baryon B. Therefore

the v2(pT
) for primary hadrons with the same flavor

content are identical but can be different if the flavor

content is different.
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The results in this combination scheme are shown

in Fig. 3. Comparing with Fig. 2, the v2(pT
) curves

for directly produced hadrons split according to their

flavor contents and this leads to even larger split-

tings for final state hadrons. We see a reasonable

agreement between theoretical calculations and data

is achieved for all the hadrons except for pions. The

pion v2(pT
) is partially improved but still not enough

to match the data. If we tune αu,d to a smaller value,

we would make the v2(pT
) for pions fit the data, but

this would destroy the agreement with data for other

hadrons. In contrast to the hydro-model interpreta-

tion of the differences among hadron v2(pT
) as hadron

mass effect, the mass effect at the quark level is par-

tially responsible for such differences in the quark

combination picture. We also see that a better way

to identify the mass effect of s quarks relative to u/d

quarks is to study the difference between v2(pT
) for

φ and that for K∗ in experiments.

3.3 Unequal p
T

combination scheme

As discussed in the coalescence/recombination

models[19, 42, 43], hadron production should be deter-

mined by the overlap of parton distributions with the

wave functions of formed hadrons. Quarks and/or an-

tiquarks with different transverse momenta can also

combine into a hadron. This can further affect the

fine structure of elliptic flows. So we investigate this

effect in this step by using an “unequal p
T

combi-

nation scheme”. For simplicity, we consider only a

special case where, as in the previous two schemes,

only collinear quarks and/or antiquarks can com-

bine into a hadron, but their magnitudes of p
T

can

be different which are chosen randomly according to

the quark p
T
-distribution f(p

T
) mentioned above[34].

However, the influence from the hadron wave func-

tion on the probability for quarks/antiquarks with

different p
T

to combine into hadrons is difficult to

determine since the wave function is unknown. For-

tunately, we find out that, in the low and interme-

diate p
T

region considered, for a given p
T

of hadron,

although we choose the quark transverse momentum

pT,i randomly according to the distribution function

f(pT,i) for the partons in the system under the con-

straint
∑

i
pT,i = p

T
, the obtained pT,i is not large

when transformed to the rest frame of the hadron

produced. This is because f(pT,i) drops very fast

with increasing pT,i and
∏

i
f(pT,i) at

∑

i
pT,i = p

T

takes the maximum for equal pT,i. In the upper panel

of Fig. 4, we show the distribution of quark trans-

verse momenta in the rest frames of formed hadrons.

We see that the distribution is quite narrow, whose

width is about 0.35 GeV for baryons and 0.27 GeV

for mesons. They are smaller than the intrinsic p
T

of

the quarks in hadrons. In such a narrow p
T

region,

we just neglect the influence from the hadron wave

function by taking it as a constant. This is similar to

Refs. [19, 44].

Fig. 4. (a) the distributions of quark transverse
momenta for mesons (solid line) and baryons
(dashed line) in the rest frames of formed
hadrons in unequal p

T
combination scheme;

(b) qT vs. p
T
/n for mesons and baryons in

the same combination scheme.

Since the combination condition is changed, we

need to re-adjust the parameters in the form of

v2,q(pT
) for quarks to fit the data of v2(pT

) for

hadrons. Now it is given by

v2,q(pT
) =

{

0.286p4
T
, 0 6 p

T
6 0.525,

0.11tanh[1.6(p
T
−0.4)], p

T
> 0.525 ,

(9)

whose continuity is also considered. The mass effect

is introduced in the same way as Subsection 3.2. The

results of (scaled) v2(pT
) for final hadrons are shown

in Fig. 5. The primary hadrons with the same flavor

contents also have an identical v2(pT
) curve because

the combination condition of random p
T

is indepen-

dent of quark flavors. One sees in the upper panel

that the pion v2(pT
) agrees with data very well be-

sides other hadrons. Obviously the fine structure of

v2(pT
) at low p

T
is a joint effect of resonance decay,

the quark mass difference in v2,q(pT
) and unequal p

T

combination.

We see in particular that the contribution to the

fine structure from unequal p
T

combination is explic-

itly different from that of resonance decay or quark

flavor dependence of v2,q(pT
). It splits the scaled
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v2(pT
) curves for hadrons into meson and baryon two

groups, because the degrees of spoiling the QNS for

mesons and baryons are different in unequal p
T

com-

bination (see the lower panel of Fig. 5). This effect

expands further the structure of v2(pT
) for hadrons

and leads to a better agreement with the data includ-

ing pions in the low p
T

range. While in intermediate

p
T

region, the two group splitting, which is remark-

ably different from equal p
T

combination, is more ap-

parent and little disturbed from the other two factors.

However, the splitting of two groups is still within the

error bars of the data now available. More accurate

data are needed to see whether this is true. Since

this notable difference at intermediate p
T

is little in-

fluenced by other effects, it can be taken as a criteria

to judge whether unequal p
T

combination contributes

significantly in hadronization process.

Fig. 5. The results obtained in the unequal
p
T

combination scheme. v2 vs. p
T

for fi-
nal hadrons are given in the upper panel. v2

scaled by constituent quark number n as a
function of p

T
/n for final hadrons are given

in the lower panel. The dotted line is Eq. (9),
the v2,q(pT

) for quarks inputted. The data are
taken from the same references as Fig. 2.

It is clear to see in the lower panel of Fig. 5 that

unequal p
T

combination results in obviously violation

of the QNS. To study the violation in more detail, we

calculate in lab frame the average transverse momen-

tum difference of quarks defined as

qT =

(

n
∑

i=1

|pT,i−p
T
/n|

)

/n ,

where pT,i’s are the transverse momenta for con-

stituent quarks, p
T

is the transverse momentum of the

hadron, and n is the number of constituent quarks in

the hadron. The value of qT is a measure of the devi-

ation of quark transverse momentum from the quark

number scaled p
T

of the hadron in the lab frame. The

results are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4. One

sees that qT increases with p
T
/n monotonically and

qT for baryons is larger than that for mesons.

Considering a meson with p
T
/n=2 GeV, accord-

ing to the inputted function of v2,q(pT
) Eq. (9)

(see dotted line in lower panel of Fig. 5), we have

v2,q(2+ qT) ≈ v2,q(2) and v2,q(2− qT) < v2,q(2), then

(v2,q(2+ qT)+ v2,q(2− qT))/2 < v2,q(2). That is, the

scaled v2(pT
) curves for mesons at p

T
/n=2 GeV are

lower than the v2,q(pT
) curve for quarks. The larger

qT for baryons will lead to the even lower scaled

v2(pT
) curves for baryons. Note that there is an-

other asymptote at low p
T
. For example, we have

(v2,q(0.2 + qT) + v2,q(0.2− qT))/2 > v2,q(0.2) instead.

Thus the scaled v2(pT
) curves for hadrons are con-

trarily higher than the v2,q(pT
) curve for quarks in

low p
T

range. Anyway, the deviation from the QNS

for baryons is expected to be larger than that for

mesons both in low and intermediate p
T

range due

to the larger qT for baryons. What we should point

out is the behavior of deviation from the QNS for

hadrons is consistent with that shown in Fig. 4 of

Ref. [13] around p
T
/n=2 GeV, but is quite different

in the low p
T

region. The reason is that we adopt

an expected positive power function of quark elliptic

flow instead of the negative part of Eq. (1) at small p
T

(see Fig. 1). Then the conclusion given in the same

reference that the scaled hadronic elliptic flows are

smaller than the quark elliptic flow is really depen-

dent on the function of v2,q(pT
) for quarks inputted.

In fact the scaled hadronic elliptic flows can be larger

or smaller than the quark elliptic flow depending on

different v2,q(pT
) for quarks adopted. So the behav-

ior of violation of the QNS in unequal p
T

combination

is not only dependent on the average transverse mo-

mentum difference of quarks qT(p
T
/n) but also on the

inputted function of v2,q(pT
) for quarks.

Of course the feature of two group splitting at

intermediate p
T

is also dependent of the quark el-

liptic flow. However, it appears as long as the sat-

uration range of v2,q(pT
) for quarks is sufficiently

broad. This is supported by the experimental fact

that the saturation of v2(pT
) for hadrons is observed

from p
T

> 3 GeV up to 6 GeV[45].

As a short summary of this step, we see that, the

unequal p
T

combination affects the fine structure of

v2(pT
) in a different way from the other two effects

discussed above. It splits the scaled v2(pT
) curves

into meson and baryon two groups, and the effect is

more apparent in the intermediate p
T

range. We also

find that the scaled hadronic elliptic flows obtained

in unequal p
T

combination can be larger or smaller

than the quark elliptic flow v2,q(pT
) depending on the

form of v2,q(pT
) adopted. Together with the effects of
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resonance decay and flavor dependence of v2,q(pT
), we

obtain a good agreement with the data for all hadrons

including pions.

4 Summary

In the quark combination model, we have made

a systematic study of the contributions from reso-

nance decay, flavor dependence of quark elliptic flow

and unequal p
T

combination to the mass hierarchy

of elliptic flows of the final hadrons in Au+Au colli-

sions. Our results lead us to the following conclusions:

(1) Resonance decay is indeed one of the important

sources of the mass hierarchy. It contributes in the

right direction as shown in the available data. How-

ever, resonance decay alone is definitely not enough

to account for the observed deviations from QNS for

all the different hadrons. (2) The mass effect of con-

stituent quarks violates the QNS further and leads

to a better agreement with data for hadrons but still

not enough to get a good fit to pions. (3) Unequal p
T

combination leads also to deviation from QNS for the

produced hadrons. The deviation can be in different

direction depending on the shape of v2,q(pT
). (4) The

three effects all lead to violation of the QNS. The first

two manifest themselves mainly at low p
T
, while the

violation from the unequal p
T

combination is more

apparent in intermediate p
T

range. (5) By taking all

the three effects into account, we have reproduced

the fine structure of elliptic flows for hadrons includ-

ing pions in the low p
T
-region. Further prediction

is given which can be used to test the combination

picture by future experiments.
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